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The zCOSMOS Data Release 2: the “zCOSMOS-bright
10k-sample” and structure in the Universe out to redshifts
of order unity
Simon Lilly (ETH Zurich, Switzerland)
and the zCOSMOS team*

The global COSMOS project is aimed at
understanding the evolution of galaxies
and active galactic nuclei, and in particular the role of the galactic environment in that evolution. It is built around
observations of a single equatorial
1.7 deg2 H
:OG FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR WUDQV verse dimensions of 100 x 100 Mpc 2 at
KLJK UHGVKLIW 7KH &26026 :HOG LV
emerging as the premier extragalactic
VXUYH\ H:OG DQG LV FXUUHQWO\ WKH REMHFW
of study of large observational programmes on most of the major observational facilities around the world. The
zCOSMOS programme on the VLT is
securing spectroscopic redshifts for a
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very large number of galaxies and
quasars over the whole redshift range
0 < z < 3.5, using the VIMOS spectrograph. This allows the environment
of galaxies to be characterised on all
scales from that of the immediate group
environment, 100 kpc, up to the
100 Mpc scales of the cosmic web. The
second public data release, DR2, of
approximately 10 000 zCOSMOS spectra, took place via the ESO Science
Data Archive in October 2008. This article describes the current status of
the project and in particular of this socalled “10k-sample”, and our reconstruction of large-scale structure in the
Universe out to z ~ 1.

There are many reasons to suspect that
the environment plays a major role
in driving the evolution of galaxies and
@BSHUD F@K@BSHB MTBKDH &- (M SGD KNB@K
present-day Universe, clear trends are
seen between many galaxy properties,
such as their star formation rates and
structural morphologies, and different
LD@RTQDR NE SGD DMUHQNMLDMS NE F@K@WHDR
3GDRD VDQD jQRS PT@MSHjDC NUDQ SVDMSX
years ago by Alan Dressler, and have
now been seen clearly in the large-scale
KNB@K RTQUDXR NE SGD 2KN@M #HFHS@K 2JX
2TQUDX 2#22 !QN@CKX ROD@JHMF F@K
axies in higher density environments
are, today, less actively forming stars and
more often have spheroidal ‘early-type’
structures rather than ‘late-type’ discdominated morphologies, than galaxies
HM KNVDQ CDMRHSX O@QSR NE SGD 4MHUDQRD
The actual physical cause of these effects is however far from clear, and the
basic question of the relative importance
of ‘nature’ and ‘nurture’ in controlling
F@K@BSHB CDUDKNOLDMS HR E@Q EQNL RDSSKDC
There is no shortage of plausible mechanisms whereby the galactic environment
BNTKC HMkTDMBD SGD DUNKTSHNM NE @ O@Q
ticular galaxy: on the one hand, the accumulation of material via the hierarchical
@RRDLAKX NE C@QJ L@SSDQ G@KNDR @MC SGD
accretion of gas, whether through cooling
NE RGNBJ GD@SDC F@R NQ SGQNTFG BNKC
L@RR kNVR NTS NE SGD BNRLHB VDA LTRS
depend on the immediate environment
of the system in question; on the other
hand, the effects of interactions with the

RTQQNTMCHMF HMSDQF@K@BSHB LDCHTL (&,
through starburst-driven winds or from
DMDQFX HMIDBSHNM EQNL &- L@X OQNUHCD
@ EDDCA@BJ NMSN SGD OQNODQSHDR NE SGD F@K @WHDR ,@INQ LDQFDQR NE F@K@WHDR VGHBG
almost certainly play a very large role in
the morphological transformation of galaxies, and possibly also in the control
of their star formation rates, will occur at
very different rates in different environments because of the different number
densities and velocity dispersions of the
F@K@WHDR $UDM @ OTQDKX HMSDQM@K QD
arrangement of material within galaxies
through dynamical instabilities may have
ADDM SQHFFDQDC AX MD@QAX MDHFGANTQR
(M SGD QHBGDRS DMUHQNMLDMSR SGD HMSQ@BKTR ter medium may strip out material from
F@K@WHDR VGHKD BKNRD GHFG RODDC ?kX AXR
may also have transformational consePTDMBDR DUDM HM SGD @ARDMBD NE LDQFDQR
Finally, the overall time scale for the
growth of large-scale structure in the
Universe via gravitational instability is set
AX SGD @LOKHSTCD NE SGD CDMRHSX jDKC NM
K@QFD RB@KDR -N CNTAS @KK NE SGDRD OQNB esses play a role, but their relative imporS@MBD HR MNS JMNVM $UDM HM SGD OQDRDMS
day Universe, there is controversy as
to the scale on which the environmental
signature is present — solely on the
scales below 1 Mpc characteristic of a
RHMFKD C@QJ L@SSDQ G@KN NQ @KRN NM K@QFDQ
scales indicating a role also for the larger
BNRLHB VDA NE RSQTBSTQD
+NNJHMF SN K@QFDQ CHRS@MBDR @MC SGTR
observing the Universe at earlier epochs
directly, and establishing when and how
these observed relations are established
should go a long way to resolving these
PTDRSHNMR %NQ L@MX NE SGD OGXRHB@K OQNB esses listed above, it is the environment
on the scale of galaxy groups that is
RTRODBSDC NE ADHMF LNRS QDKDU@MS (M SGD
standard ,"#, +@LAC@ "NKC #@QJ
Matter) paradigm for cosmological structure formation, these environments have
undergone strong evolution since redshifts z ~ 2 and environmentally-driven
evolution may plausibly therefore be the
cause of the dramatic decline in galactic
@BSHUHSX NUDQ SGHR R@LD ODQHNC
Unfortunately, environmental information
on distant galaxies has been very limited
TO TMSHK MNV 3GHR HR LNRSKX ADB@TRD
of limited sample sizes, and the small size
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+HKKX 2 DS @K 3GD Y".2,.2 #@S@ 1DKD@RD

and sparse sampling of the deep extraF@K@BSHB RTQUDX jDKCR 3GD ".2,.2 RTQ UDX 2BNUHKKD DS @K
V@R CD RHFMDC
to remedy both of these, by bringing to
AD@Q NM @ RHMFKD K@QFD jDKC @KK NE SGD SDBG niques, that have been developed over
the last decade or more, to study distant
F@K@WHDR NUDQ @ VHCD Q@MFD NE QDCRGHESR
3GD ".2,.2 jDKC HR @ANTS
SHLDR
larger than the famous Hubble Deep
Fields, and about thirty times larger than
D@BG NE SGD SVN &QD@S .ARDQU@SNQHDR
.QHFHMR #DDO 2TQUDX &..#2 jDKCR
(M @CCHSHNM SN SGD HMHSH@K HL@FHMF VHSG SGD
Hubble Space Telescope (HST), COSMOS
is now also quite unique in the breadth
and depth of the imaging data that have
been assembled using large amounts
NE NARDQUHMF SHLD NM SGD 7 Q@X R@SDKKHSD
NARDQU@SNQHDR 7,, -DVSNM @MC "G@MCQ@
VHSG SGD TKSQ@UHNKDS &@K@WX $UNKTSHNM
$WOKNQDQ & +$7 @MC HMEQ@QDC 2OHSYDQ
space telescope, and, on the ground,
with the Subaru, the Canada France
Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) and the
4* (MEQ@QDC 3DKDRBNOD 4*(13 NOSHB@K
HMEQ@QDC SDKDRBNODR S KNMFDQ V@UD lengths, the Very Large Array (VLA) radio
telescope and various millimetre-wave
E@BHKHSHDR G@UD @KRN NARDQUDC SGD jDKC (M
SGD ETSTQD SGD ".2,.2 jDKC VHKK AD SGD
L@INQ ENBTR NE SGD UDQX CDDO 4KSQ@5(23
HMEQ@QDC HL@FHMF RTQUDX @S $2.

VHSG RTEjBHDMS UDKNBHSX @BBTQ@BX @ANTS
JL R SN DEjBHDMSKX L@O SGD DMUHQNM ments of galaxies down to the scale
of galaxy groups out to redshifts z ]
The second part, zCOSMOS-deep, will
consist of about 10 000 spectra of higher
redshift galaxies, colour-selected to
G@UD QDCRGHESR HM SGD
z
Q@MFD
and lying in the central 1 deg 2 region of
SGD ".2,.2 jDKC

zCOSMOS provides the crucial ‘thirddimension’ to COSMOS by measuring
accurate redshifts for large numbers of
F@K@WHDR HM SGD ".2,.2 jDKC

zCOSMOS at the VLT
zCOSMOS is a major project (ESO
+@QFD /QNFQ@L
SG@S HR TRHMF
600 hours of observing time with the
5(,.2 RODBSQNFQ@OG NM SGD 5+3 43
ROQD@C NUDQ jUD NARDQUHMF RD@RNMR
l
(S BNMRHRSR NE SVN O@QSR RDD
+HKKX DS @K
ENQ CDS@HKR 3GD jQRS
“zCOSMOS-bright”, obtains spectra of
about 20 000 galaxies selected to have
IAB
@BQNRR SGD ETKK
CDF 2 of the
".2,.2 jDKC Y".2,.2 AQHFGS V@R
designed to yield a high and fairly uniform
sampling rate (about 70%), with a high
success rate in measuring redshifts
@OOQN@BGHMF
@S
z
@MC
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ESDQ SGD jQRS SVN Y".2,.2 NARDQUHMF
seasons in 2005 and 2006, about a
half of the zCOSMOS-bright observations
had been completed, yielding a total
of over 10 500 spectra from which redshift
measurements have been made, or
@SSDLOSDC † SGD RN B@KKDC f J R@LOKDt
+HKKX DS @K
3GHR R@LOKD V@R
released, with the help of the ESO ExterM@K #@S@ /QNCTBSR &QNTO SN SGD VHCDQ
science community via the ESO Science
Archive (http://archive.eso.org/cms/
eso-data/data-packages/zcosmos-datarelease-dr2/ NM .BSNADQ
(S HR
being used by the zCOSMOS team for a
number of science investigations that are
now at various stages of the publication
OQNBDRR
(M SGD LD@MSHLD ETQSGDQ NARDQU@SHNMR
G@UD S@JDM Y".2,.2 AQHFGS @KLNRS SN
completion, with only a handful of the
RODBSQNRBNOHB L@RJR QDL@HMHMF SN
AD NARDQUDC @S SGD RS@QS NE MDWS XD@Q
6D SGDQDENQD @MSHBHO@SD BNMRSQTBSHMF SGD
jM@K f J R@LOKDt @ESDQ SGDRD NARDQU@SHNMR
@QD BNLOKDSDC HM
.ARDQU@SHNMR NE
zCOSMOS-deep were phased later in
the programme, but are now over 50%
BNLOKDSD 'NODETKKX NARDQU@SHNMR ENQ SGHR
part of the survey should also be completed by the end of the 2009 observing
RD@RNM

3GD Y".2,.2 AQHFGS

J R@LOKD

A great deal of effort by the team has
gone into ensuring the high quality of the
Y".2,.2 C@S@ OQNCTBSR (M O@QSHBTK@Q
@ QDCRGHES RTQUDX KHJD Y".2,.2 OQNCTBDR
QDCRGHES HCDMSHjB@SHNMR VHSG @ Q@MFD NE
reliabilities, simply because of the faintness of the galaxies and because we are
OTRGHMF SGD KHLHSR NE VG@S HR ONRRHAKD

The vast majority of redshifts are, of
course, very secure, but some are un avoidably less reliable, and a few are little
ADSSDQ SG@M FTDRRDR %NQ RNLD VD B@M MNS NEEDQ DUDM @ SDMS@SHUD QDCRGHES HCDMSHj B@SHNM 3N FDS SGD ADRS RBHDMBD NTS
NE RTBG @ K@QFD @MC VDKK CDjMDC R@LOKD
and to enable their use by others, it is
essential to characterise the reliability of
the redshifts, and to understand any
biases present in the set of objects for
which usable redshifts are secured
† E@HKTQDR B@MMNS AD RHLOKX SGQNVM @V@X
To deal with this, every redshift measurement is assigned its own individual
?"NMjCDMBD "K@RR 3GHR HR @KQD@CX
the result of ‘reconciling’ two independent
reductions of the observational data at
SVN NE SGD RHW Y".2,.2 HMRSHSTSDR 3GHR
duplication catches most of the potential
OQNAKDLR HM SGD QDCTBSHNM OQNBDRR 3GD
"NMjCDMBD "K@RR RB@KD U@QHDR EQNL "K@RR
0 (no redshift) up to Class 4 (very secure),
with an additional Class 9 which designates ‘one-line’ redshifts, with various
@CCHSHNM@K LNCHjDQR SN QDkDBS CDS@HKR RTBG
@R VGDSGDQ SGD S@QFDS HR @M &- NQ
whether it was observed serendipitously
in a slit targeted at another object (see
+HKKX DS @K
NQ SGD #1 QDKD@RD MNSDR
ENQ CDS@HKR 6D SGDM MDDC SN PT@MSHEX SGD
QDKH@AHKHSX NE D@BG NE SGDRD BK@RRDR .TQ
SD@L G@R @OOQN@BGDC SGHR HM SVN V@XR
First, repeat spectra for over 600 objects
G@UD ADDM S@JDM SGQNTFG @ U@QHDSX NE
CHEEDQDMS O@SGV@XR 3GDRD QDOD@S RODBSQ@
@QD OQNBDRRDC AKHMC SN SGD jQRS QDCTBSHNM
OQNUHCHMF @M HMU@KT@AKD BGDBJ @R SN
whether the same redshift is found the
RDBNMC SHLD @QNTMC 6HSG SGD RHLOKHEXHMF
assumption that the chance of getting
the same wrong redshift twice is negligible, we can construct a simple probaAHKHRSHB LD@RTQD NE SGD QDKH@AHKHSX .TQ LNRS
RDBTQD "K@RR @MC QDCRGHESR VGHBG
ENQL SGD ATKJ NE SGD R@LOKD @QD HMCDDC
GHFGKX QDOD@S@AKD
6HSG SGD
KNVDQ QDKH@AHKHSHDR VD jMC SG@S FDMDQ@KKX
we were conservative: Class 2, intended
to be only 75% reliable is in fact conjQLDC
NE SGD SHLD @MC DUDM NTQ
Class 1 ‘guesses’ are correct in 70% of
B@RDR 3GD QDOD@S RODBSQ@ @KRN XHDKC
an empirical measure of the velocity accuracy of our redshifts, which comes out to
AD
JL R NQ ·z
z

/GNSNLDSQHB 1DCRGHES

"K@RR

"K@RR

"K@RR

K@RR

Figure 1. Comparison of photometric and spectroscopic redshifts of zCOSMOS-bright galaxies, as
CDRBQHADC HM SGD SDWS -NSD SG@S "K@RR QDCRGHESR @QD
those based on a single emission line, which therefore have two alternative redshifts based on either a
:. II<
Ä NQ ' A
Ä HCDMSHjB@SHNM f t OQD BDCHMF SGD "K@RR D F
m 14) indicates a broad line
&- HMCHB@SDC AX QDC ONHMSR NM SGD jFTQD

This powerful two-way complementarity
between spectroscopic and photometric
redshifts is a unique feature of COSMOS
and zCOSMOS, and allows us to produce
a spectroscopic catalogue with high
@BBTQ@BX QDCRGHESR @MC UDQX GHFG jCDKHSX
%HFTQD RGNVR SGD CHRSQHATSHNM NE QDC RGHESR HM SGD J R@LOKD 3GD QHBGMDRR NE
the redshift structure in the distant
Universe is immediately apparent, with
structures spanning the range from
@ANTS
JL R TO SN SGD
JL R
·z ]
ENQ SGD K@QFDRS UNHCR @MC NUDQ CDMRHSHDR

1DBNMRSQTBSHNM NE SGD CDMRHSX jDKC
to z ~ 1

2ODB SQNRB NOHB 1DCRGHE S
Secondly, we also use independent redshifts that are estimated solely from the
colours of the galaxies, (photo-z 3GDRD
are based on the unparalleled richness of
the photometric data available in the
".2,.2 jDKC 6D DW@LHMD SGD BNMRHRSency with our spectroscopically estimated
redshifts, which is shown in Figure 1,
@MC jMC SG@S SGDQD HR FDMDQ@KKX @ UDQX FNNC
consistency: Comparison with our most
reliable redshifts shows that there is a
kNNQ NE @ANTS
OGNSN z ‘failures’, but
otherwise an impressively small statistical
CHRODQRHNM NE @ANTS · z
z)
HM QDCRGHES (KADQS DS @K
3GD E@HKTQDR
can probably be traced to unavoidable
problems with the photometry, such as
BKNRD O@HQR NE F@K@WHDR NQ @QD@R NE SGD RJX
BKNRD SN AQHFGS RS@QR 'NVDUDQ @R VD
SGDM KNNJ @S NTQ KDRR QDKH@AKD QDCRGHESR VD
see an excellent correspondence
ADSVDDM SGD RODBSQNRBNOHB BNMjQL@SHNM
rate described in the previous paragraph

and the consistency with the photo-z to
VHSGHM · z
z R VDKK @R BNM jQLHMF SGD DLOHQHB@K B@KHAQ@SHNM NE NTQ
spectroscopic reliability, this suggests
SGQDD SGHMFR jQRS VD B@M TRD SGD OGNSN z
to indicate which of our less reliable redshifts are very probably right and which
are probably wrong — information that we
capture as a further decimal place modijDQ SN SGD "NMjCDMBD "K@RR NE HMCHUHCT@K
redshifts; second, we can use the photo-z
themselves to estimate the redshifts of
those galaxies for which we have failed to
measure the redshift, thereby quantifying
SGD AH@RDR HM SGD jM@K RODBSQNRBNOHB R@L OKD † SGHR HR RGNVM HM %HFTQD jM@KKX VD
could, though we haven’t yet done this,
FN A@BJ SN SGD RODBSQ@ NE SGDRD E@HKTQDR
and search again for a new spectroscopic
QDCRGHES HCDMSHjB@SHNM HM SGD M@QQNV QDC shift range indicated by the photo-z

6D ETQSGDQ DWOKNHS SGD BNLOKDLDMS@QHSX NE
spectroscopic and photometric redshifts
when we construct the overall galaxy
CDMRHSX jDKC HM SGD ".2,.2 jDKC NTS SN
redshifts z ] 3GHR HR BDMSQ@K SN NTQ
RBHDMSHjB FN@K SN CDSDQLHMD SGD QNKD NE SGD
environment in driving galaxy evolution
and is already being used as the basis of
several papers in an advanced state of
OQDO@Q@SHNM
3GD CDMRHSX jDKC OQDRTL@AKX @ BNMSHMT NTR CHRSQHATSHNM NE C@QJ L@SSDQ LTRS
be reconstructed using the discrete locations of relatively sparse galaxies, which
inevitably introduces a smoothing into
@MX QDBNMRSQTBSHNM NE SGD CDMRHSX jDKC
The minimum physical scale of this
smoothing depends on the number denRHSX NE SGD SQ@BDQ F@K@WHDR 3GDQD @QD
of course many more galaxies with only a
photo-z measurement than galaxies with
a much more accurate spectroscopic
QDCRGHES "TQQDMSKX NMKX NMD F@K@WX HM
three with IAB
G@R ADDM NARDQUDC
in zCOSMOS-bright, and this will not get
much above 60% even when the full
RTQUDX HR jMHRGDC 1DBNFMHRHMF SG@S SGDRD
photo-z galaxies nevertheless have very
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accurately determined locations in the
W X OK@MD NE SGD RJX VD G@UD CDUDKNODC
@ MDV @KFNQHSGL 9 #$ RDD *NU@B DS @K
ENQ CDS@HKR VGHBG RDDJR SN BNLAHMD
the redshift accuracy of the spectroscopic
redshifts with the increased numbers,
leading to greater spatial ‘resolution’ in
SGD CDMRHSX jDKC NE @ OGNSN z R@LOKD 3GHR
is done by modifying the probabilistic
QDCRGHES CHRSQHATSHNM / z) for each of the
individual photo-z using the spectroscopic
QDCRGHESR NE MD@QAX F@K@WHDR L@JHMF TRD
of the fact that galaxies are clustered in
SGD 4MHUDQRD

+HKKX 2 DS @K 3GD Y".2,.2 #@S@ 1DKD@RD
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One advantage of the new approach is
that the complex selection function of the
J R@LOKD DRODBH@KKX SGD BTQQDMSKX
highly non-uniform, spatial sampling on
SGD RJX HR @TSNL@SHB@KKX S@JDM HMSN
@BBNTMS $WSDMRHUD SDRSR NE SGD @KFNQHSGL
G@UD ADDM L@CD @F@HMRS LNBJ B@S@ logues that have been generated from
large-scale cosmological simulations
*HSYAHBGKDQ DS @K
@MC NM VGHBG
we impose the different zCOSMOS selecSHNM ETMBSHNMR 3GDRD SDRSR G@UD RGNVM
that the ZADE approach allows a
much better reconstruction of the density
jDKC SG@M SQ@CHSHNM@K VDHFGSHMF LDSGNCR
with very little systematic bias and with
HLOQNUDC RS@SHRSHB@K @BBTQ@BX !X TRHMF
this new approach of combining spectroscopic and photometric redshifts,
plus the use of a smoothing scale that is
adapted to the local density of galaxies,
we can achieve a spatial resolution in
SGD CDMRHSX jDKC SG@S DWSDMCR CNVM SN
1 h –1Mpc, or below, even at the highest
QDCRGHESR

18
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Figure 3. (Below) Redshift distribution of extraF@K@BSHB NAIDBSR HM SGD Y".2,.2 AQHFGS J
sample with secure redshifts, binned in intervals
ƒz
VGHBG HR K@QFDQ SG@M SGD QDCRGHES
uncertainty by a factor of three at z = 0 and of
two at z ] #DROHSD SGD K@QFD SQ@MRUDQRD CHLDM sion of the survey, the redshift distribution shows
structure on all scales from the velocity resoluSHNM TO SN ƒ z ]

-

%HFTQD RGNVR SGD QDRTKSHMF CDMRHSX jDKC
throughout the COSMOS cone out to a
comoving distance of 2 400 h –1Mpc (corresponding to z = 1), giving us a unique
view of large-scale structure in the distant
4MHUDQRD 3GD CDMRHSX jDKC G@R ADDM
normalised to the average density of galaxies to show the over-density D, and
the different cones in Figure 4 show isodensity surfaces for four different values
of D F@HM @ QHBG GHDQ@QBGX NE RSQTBSTQD HR
revealed, showing variations on scales up
SN @S KD@RS · z

Figure 2. (Left) Fraction of spectra yielding a
successful spectroscopic redshift measurement
as a function of redshift (derived from the photo-z
for the remainder) and IAB L@FMHSTCD -NSHBD GNV
SGD RTBBDRR Q@SD RS@XR GHFG HM SGD JDX QDCRGHES
Q@MFD
z
@KK SGD V@X SN SGD KHLHSHMF
CDOSG NE SGD RTQUDX

22
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Figure 4. 3GD F@K@WX CDMRHSX jDKC QDBNMRSQTBSDC
EQNL SGD Y".2,.2 J R@LOKD TRHMF SGD 9 #$
@KFNQHSGL SN HMBKTCD @ANTS
F@K@WHDR VHSG OGN SNLDSQHB@KKX DRSHL@SDC QDCRGHESR 3GD L@WHLTL
comoving distance of 2 400 Mpc corresponds to a
redshift z
3GD BNMDR RGNV EQNL KDES SN QHFGS
iso-density surfaces corresponding to underdensities of DO
DO l
@MC NUDQCDMRHSHDR
of DO
@MC
QDRODBSHUDKX !DB@TRD
SGD CDMRHSX jDKC HR KNB@KKX OQNIDBSDC SN @UNHC SGD
effects of peculiar motions, the equivalent physical
NUDQCDMRHSHDR @QD RHFMHjB@MSKX GHFGDQ @OOQNWHL@SDKX
D]
@MC
ENQ SGD ENTQ QHFGSLNRS BNMDR

There are many detailed choices for
DW@BSKX GNV SN BNMRSQTBS @ CDMRHSX jDKC
and different ones may be best suited
SN RNLD O@QSHBTK@Q RBHDMBD @OOKHB@SHNMR
Accordingly, we have generated many
such density reconstructions, each with
CHEEDQDMS BGNHBDR NE SQ@BDQ F@K@WHDR kTW
or volume-limited samples of galaxies), of
RLNNSGHMF JDQMDKR NE CHEEDQDMS FDNLDSQHDR
BXKHMCQHB@K NQ ROGDQHB@K @MC RB@KDR jWDC
size or adaptive), and of how the tracer
galaxies are weighted (by straight

bO

bO

MTLADQ AX KTLHMNRHSX NQ AX RSDKK@Q L@RR
These are all described in detail in Kovac
DS @K
@MC VHKK RNNM AD QDKD@RDC @S
http://www.exp-astro.ethz.ch/COSMOS.

A large catalogue of galaxy groups
to z ~ 1
3GD CDMRHSX jDKC CDRBQHADC @ANUD HR
inevitably on rather large scales, above
NMD BNLNUHMF ,OB 6D L@X @KRN AD
interested in the smaller-scale structure
of individual galaxy groups — which
VD CDjMD SN AD F@K@WHDR LNUHMF VHSGHM
the gravitational potential well of a single
UHQH@KHRDC C@QJ L@SSDQ G@KN Y".2,.2
is well suited to this, having a relatively
high sampling rate compared with other
surveys (this will be especially true of the
jM@K J R@LOKD
Numerous algorithms have been developed in the literature to identify galaxy

bO

bO

FQNTOR HM QDCRGHES RTQUDXR 6D G@UD DW
tensively tested these against the
Y".2,.2 LNBJ B@S@KNFTDR VGHBG QD
produce the complex selection function
of the actual survey, and for which we
JMNV SGD GNRS C@QJ L@SSDQ G@KN ENQ D@BG
@MC DUDQX F@K@WX !X NOSHLHRHMF @F@HMRS
SGDRD UDQX QD@KHRSHB LNBJ B@S@KNFTDR
we have a very good idea of the statistical properties of our group catalogue,
in terms of ‘purity’ and ‘completeness’
— the probabilities that our detected
groups are real and that a given real
group is detected, respectively — and
the analogous ‘interloper fraction’ and
‘completeness’ for individual galaxy
LDLADQR NE SGD FQNTOR "NLO@QDC VHSG
previous practices in the literature, we
jMC SG@S VD B@M HLOQNUD SGD jCDKHSX NE SGD
group catalogue by introducing a multipass scheme in which we progressively
@KSDQ SGD FQNTO jMCHMF O@Q@LDSDQR SN
NOSHL@KKX jMC RL@KKDQ @MC RL@KKDQ FQNTOR
and by comparing and combining two
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CHEEDQDMS @OOQN@BGDR † SGD KHMJHMF KDMFSG
based “friends-of-friends” method and a
5NQNMNHl#DK@TMDX SDRRDKK@SHNM @OOQN@BG
KQD@CX VHSG SGD J R@LOKD VD G@UD
been able, with these improvements, to
achieve, despite the currently quite
inhomogeneous sampling, an impresRHUDKX GHFG jCDKHSX HM NTQ FQNTO B@S@KNFTD
† RHFMHjB@MSKX ADSSDQ SG@M NSGDQR HM
SGD KHSDQ@STQD @S SGDRD QDCRGHESR 3GD FQNTO
catalogue will continue to improve with
the doubling of the number of spectroscopic redshifts that will be in the future
J R@LOKD KQD@CX VD G@UD HCDMSHjDC
151 groups with four or more spectroRBNOHB@KKX BNMjQLDC LDLADQR @MC @

40
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Figure 4. Four representative zCOSMOS groups at
z
(M SGD BNLOKDSD J R@LOKD SGDQD @QD
151 groups with four or more members and another
VHSG SVN NQ SGQDD LDLADQR &QNTO LDLADQR @QD
BHQBKDC HM QDC .SGDQ F@K@WHDR VHSG RODBSQNRBNOHB
QDCRGHESR SG@S @QD MNS HM SGD FQNTO @QD BHQBKDC HM AKTD

Y

further 649 groups with two or three
LDLADQ ?FQNTOR 3GD Y".2,.2 FQNTO
catalogue is already one of the largest,
@MC BDQS@HMKX SGD ADRS CDjMDC B@S@KNFTDR
NE F@K@WX FQNTOR @S GHFG QDCRGHES
At low redshifts, z ]
@ANTS @ SGHQC NE
SGD F@K@WHDR HM SGD J R@LOKD B@M AD
@RRHFMDC SN @ FQNTO 3GHR E@KKR SN @ANTS
15% at redshift z ]
O@QSKX ADB@TRD
the higher redshift galaxies are brighter,
and therefore only intrinsically richer
groups will be detected as a group, and
also because there are fewer groups
DUDM @S @ jWDC QHBGMDRR ADB@TRD NE SGD
hierarchical growth of structure on these

RB@KDR %HFTQD RGNVR @ RDKDBSHNM NE @
few of these groups at redshift z
The zCOSMOS group catalogue is
CDRBQHADC HM CDS@HK HM *MNADK DS @K
and will soon be released (see http://
www.exp-astro.ethz.ch/zCOSMOS
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